1. Introduction. We say that the algebra C(9C) of all continuous complex-valued functions on a topological space X is algebraically closed if every monic polynomial equation with coefficients from C(9C) has a solution in C(9C). In [l] the authors proved that if 9C is a Stonian space (i.e., a compact Hausdorff space such that the closure of every open set in X is open), then C(9C) is algebraically closed. In this note we generalize this result to the case in which X is assumed to be only a totally disconnected, compact Hausdorff space, and then we prove the same theorem for the case in which 9C is a compact interval on the real line. Finally, we indicate how the same techniques can be applied to show that if X is any (not necessarily compact) linearly ordered, order-complete space, then C(9C) is algebra-
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2. We begin with a useful lemma.
Lemma 2.1. If X is a totally disconnected, compact Hausdorff space, and CU is an open subset of X which is also an F", then 11 is the disjoint union of a countable family of compact open subsets of X.
Proof. Write c\l = Un°=1 e", where the e" are closed in X. Using the Heine-Borel property and the fact that 9C is totally disconnected, one can obtain a compact open set 3Di such that lOSDOCiThen 2D/ne2 is closed, and one can obtain a compact open set 2D2 satisfying l0 2D2D2Dine2 and 2D2Pi2Di = 0. The argument proceeds by induction in the obvious fashion.
Because of the frequency with which we use it in what follows, we state without proof Lemma 2.2 of [l]. Lemma 2.2. Suppose 3 ¿5 any topological space, and P(x, z)=z" +an-iix)z"~l + • • • +aoix), where the OiECiS).
If z0 is a root of multiplicity p of the polynomial equation P(xo, z)=0, and if e>0 is such that P(x0, z) has no zero other than z0 satisfying \z -zo\ <e, then there is a neighborhood 9l(xo, «) of x0 such that for xG9l(xo, €)> Pix> z) = 0 has exactly p roots icounting multiplicities) satisfying | z -Zo | < e.
We next prove Theorem 1. Suppose that X is a totally disconnected, compact Hausdorff space, and let P(x, z) =z"+a,,_i(x)z"_1-f
• • • +ao(x), where the atECiX). Then there is anfECiX) such that P(x,/(x))=0.
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Proof. Since 9C is compact and has a base of compact open sets, it is clear that it suffices to prove the following local result: (*) if Xo£9C and P(x0, Zo)=0, then there exist a neighborhood 9I(x0) and an/£C(9l(xo)) such that/(xo)=z0 and P(x, /(x))=0 on 9l(x0). We obtain this result by inducing on the multiplicity p(zo) of the root zo of P(xo, z)=0. More explicitly, the induction hypothesis is the following: if t>0, x0£9C, P(xo, Zo). = 0, and p(z0) =k, then there exist a neighborhood 3l(xo) and an /GC(9l(xo)) such that/(x0)=Zo and such that for x£3l(xo), P(x,f(x))=0 and |/(x)-z0| <r. If p,(z0) = l, Lemma 2.2 tells us that if e>0 is chosen such that P(xo, z)=0 has no root other than z0 satisfying | z -z0| < e, then there is a neighborhood 3l(xo) such that for x£9l(xo), P(x, z) has exactly one root-say fix)-satisfying |/(x) -z0| <€. The fact that the function/ so defined on 9l(xo) is continuous on 9l(x0) is proved as follows. Given Xi£3l(x0) and p<€-|/(xi)-Zo|, apply Lemma 2.2 to obtain a neighborhood 9l(xi) C9fl(xo) such that for x£9l(xi), P(x, z)=0 has exactly one root r(x) satisfying |r(
is the only zero of
Thus/ is continuous on 9l(x0). Now suppose that we have verified the induction hypothesis for all points x£9C and zeros z of P(x, z) such that p(z) <k, and let x0£9C be such that P(xo, Zo)=0 and p(z0)=k.
We again apply Lemma 2.2 with e as above to obtain a compact open neighborhood 3l(xo) such that for x£9l(x0), P(x, z)=0 has exactly k roots (counting multiplicities) satisfying |z -z0| <e. Furthermore, we can arrange it so that for x£9l(xo), P(x, z) has no zero satisfying |z -z0| =e. Let (PmC9l(xo) be the set of points x for which P(x, z)=0 has at least two distinct roots which are at a distance ïï1/ot from each other and which lie in the disc {z: \z -z0\ <e}. Let (P = Um=i 6>m-(Thus for x£9l(x0) -(?, P(x, z) =0 has exactly one root of multiplicity k satisfying | z -z01 < e.) An easy application of Lemma 2.2 shows that (P is open. We show that each (Pm is closed (some may be void), and thus that (P is an F".l If (Pm is nonvoid, let x\ be a net in (Pm such that x\-*xi, and for each X, let Zi(X) and z2(X) be zeros of P(x\, z) satisfying |zi(X)-z2(X)| ïïl/m and |zi(X) -z0| < e. Clearly, one can choose a subnet x$ of Xx with the property that the nets Zi(/3) and z2(|3) converge-say to zt and z2, respectively. Then, since P(x, z) is jointly continuous in x and z, P(xi, Zi)=P(xi, z2)=0, and |zi -z2| ^1/?«. Also, since by previous arrangement we cannot have |z¿ -z0| =e, we must have | z¿ -zol <e for *= 1, 2. Thus Xi£(Pm, so (Pm is closed. We wish to con-struct an/GC(9l(x0)) such that/(xo) =z0 and such that for xG9£(xo), P(x,/(x)) =0. (The other requirement of the induction hypothesis to be met, namely |/(x)-z0| <t for xG3l(xo), can then be satisfied by dropping down to a smaller neighborhood of x0 if necessary.) We first construct an appropriate/on (P, and then define/on 3l(x0) -(P. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that (P can be written (P = U^_1 Qm, where the Cm are mutually disjoint compact open sets. Let m be arbitrary but fixed. Then for xEQm, there is a zero z(x) of P(x, z) satisfying pizix)) <k and |z(x)-z0| <e. Thus using the induction hypothesis (with t = £-|z(x)-Zo|) and the fact that Qm is compact open, we all of the/m is such that/GG(ö>) and such that for xE<?, P(x,/(x)) =0
and |/(x) -Zo| <e. To complete the proof of the theorem, we wish to define/on 31 (x0)-(P so that the extension is in C(9l(x0)). ForxG3l(x0) -(?, there is exactly one root (of multiplicity k) of P(x, z) =0 satisfying |z -z0| <e. Define/(x) to be this root. The fact that/is continuous at xG3l(xo) ~~ ó° follows from another application of Lemma 2.2, and we leave this verification to the reader. Proof. Let Zi, • • • , zk be the distinct roots of Pir, z) = 0, and choose e>0 so that the discs D<= {z: |z -z<| <e} are mutually disjoint. By applying Lemma 2.2, we obtain a neighborhood 9l(r) of r such that for xG9t(r), every zero of P(x, z) is in some disc Dt. Choose sG3l(r) such that s<r. Then fis) must lie in one of the discs D,-say fis) EDio. It follows that for s<x<r, fix) must lie in the same disc Di0, and repeating the above argument with any 8<e in the place of e shows that lima;,r_/(x) =z,0. If an /£C((P) can be constructed such that for x£(P, P(x,/(x))=0 and |/(x)-z0| <e, then the proof is completed by defining/on 3l(xo) -(P just as in the proof of Theorem 1. To construct such an/£C((P), it suffices to construct/ (with the appropriate properties) on the disjoint open intervals whose union is (P . Let (s, t) be such an open interval, and consider the collection F of ordered pairs ((xi, x2), g), where (xi, x2)E(s, t) and g£G((xi, x2)) is such that for x£(xi, x2), P(x, g(x))=0 and |g(x)-z0| <e. Since (s, t) C^(xo) -(P, the induction hypothesis can be applied at any point of (s, f) to show that Pis nonvoid. Define a partial ordering on F by setting ((xi, x2),g) < ((x3, X4), h) if and only if (xi, x2) C(x3, xi) and h is an extension of g. Clearly, chains in F have upper bounds, so by Zorn's Lemma, F contains a maximal element ((yi, y2),f).
The proof is completed by showing that (yi, yi) = (s, t). If (yi, yi) 7¿is, t), the induction hypothesis, together with Lemma 3.1, can be applied to the appropriate point yx or y2 to obtain a contradiction to the maximality of ((yi, yi), /). The connectedness of the real line was used in Lemma 3.1, but the fact is that by doing things slightly differently and going to somewhat more trouble, the use of connectedness can be avoided, and the following theorem can be proved. there is an X/£9C to the right of which / is constant. To obtain the above-mentioned result concerning intervals [x0, yo], one first proves a local result like (*) in the proof of Theorem 1, except that the existence of « "desirable" functions on 3l(xo) is asserted. One proves this local result by induction as above. The induction hypothesis explicitly is as follows:
If XoG9C, P(xo, Zo)=0, p(zi)=k, and e>0 is such that the only zero space, so the same considerations mentioned at the beginning of this outline apply, and it suffices to be able to construct the k functions on every closed interval [x3, x4]C(xi, x2). To construct the k functions on [xz, x4], the induction hypothesis is applied at X3 to get one started. Then one considers intervals [x3, y) on which one can do business and proves by a patching argument (involving k functions) that the supremum of such y lies to the right of x4. Throughout the argument, care must be exercised because a point can be isolated from the left or right.
4. Remarks.
(1) Theorem 2, which is very useful in certain eigenvalue problems of mathematical physics, is not new. However, the authors have been unable to locate a proof of the theorem in the literature.
(2) Obviously, there are linearly ordered, order-complete spaces which are not totally disconnected.
G. S. Young [2] has recently pointed out that there are compact Hausdorff, totally disconnected spaces which cannot be linearly ordered. Thus neither Theorem 1 nor Theorem 3 implies the other.
(3) One would like to classify (topologically) the compact Hausdorff spaces X with the property that C(9C) is algebraically closed. In this connection it is easy to see that if X contains the homeomorphic image of the unit circle, then C(9C) cannot be algebraically closed. Also, there are compact subsets 9C of the plane which contain no homeomorphic image of the circle and for which CiX) is not algebraically closed. (For example, let X consist of the graph of the function y = sin(l/x), 0<x^2tt, together with the segment {(0, y) : -1 ^ y g 1} of the y-axis.)
